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IT systems are used to help organizations tomanage and automate their processes. However,most of today’s systems are not reusable
because ofmixing the society’s knowledge with the process’s knowledge. Since the societies’ knowledge is different to each other, the
applications are not reusable. Hence, this paper address the dependency of the applications on the societies by separately defining
process’s ontology, the agent’s knowledge, the society’s ontology, and the society’s knowledge.This research introduces an ontology-
based, process-oriented, and society-independent agent system which allows all the organizations to utilize it by defining and
importing their societies’ ontology and some process patterns, which can be instantiated from the process’s ontology, into the
system. The proposed system can be applied to cloud computing platform. The proposed system has been evaluated from two
perspectives, the quality by using the cohesion and the coupling measures for measuring the degree to which the system focuses
on solving a particular problem and the applicability by evaluating the manageability and the automatability of the seven processes
from three different societies. We believe that our proposed system will improve when we apply some methods to find the best
process patterns and perform parallel processes.

1. Introduction

Today’s marketing is very intensive; therefore, it is needed for
organizations to try to reduce their manufacturing cost and
increase their benefits from the market. As [1] mentioned,
organizations, in order to make profits, need to sell their
products. They advertise their product in order to maximize
their profits and try to keep their costs low using traditional
ways. However, these approaches have limitations; hence,
organizations need to find other ways to achieve their goals.
Management and automation of the processes are two key
success factors which can help organizations considerably
reduce their costs and get benefit from the market. As
Redwood, the leader in enterprise process automation and
SAP’s partner company, mentions, agility, insight, better
controlling, and speed to the customers’ expectations are
advantages of the process automation [2, 3]. Since IT showed

itself as a suitablemeans formanaging processes,many agents
and systems were introduced to help organizations to auto-
mate and manage their processes. Agents are able to totally
automate business processes [4, 5]. However, these systems
are specifically implemented for managing processes of one
department or division of organizations. Thus, one organi-
zation in order to manage their processes may implement
agents ontology in many systems. This isolation of systems
brings many problems for organizations such as the cost
that organizations need to pay to plan, design, implement,
and test the systems. The most important problem is that,
if the organizations decide to change their processes, the
systems are completely useless, and organizations need again
to do all the software development life cycle’s activities to
produce new system which is matched with their processes.
Therefore, the problem that organizations face today is the
dependency of the system on the societies which followed
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by two subproblems. First, they need one system for each
functional area, and, second, since the processes are cross-
functional and contain functional area, by changing one
process, all the systems need to be changed.

The development of ontology facilitates the interopera-
tion of information among processes [6, 7]. However, merely
using ontology cannot solve the dependency problem. All
of today’s ontology-based systems use ontology instead of
the database or as a complement of the database. Since the
ontology of each society is different from others, one system
is not able to communicate with more than one society.

This study seeks to introduce society-independent system
which is able to be adjusted according to the organizations’
changes. Moreover, since an introduced system is indepen-
dent of society, it can be utilized in all organizations for
managing and automating their processes. In addition, since
the system uses ontology, it is understandable by machines
which have automation of the processes as a result. In fact,
our method tries to separate the knowledge of the process
from the knowledge of the organization’s environment by
introducing separate ontologies, one for each process and one
for each society. The rest of the paper is organized as follows.
In Section 2, we discuss some ontology and process-oriented
studies. Section 3 explains our proposed model. By using
two metrics, some ontology of different societies, and some
process patterns, we evaluate the quality and applicability
of the system in Section 4. We will discuss our results in
Section 5. Finally we conclude the paper in Section 6.

2. Related Work

As mentioned in the previous section the aim of this study
is to propose a system which can manage and automate
processes and is also independent of society. Ontology is a
tool which by managing knowledge helps organizations to
manage their processes. Ontology is the specification from
the conceptualization [8]. Knowledge is a set of entities and
the relation among them [6, 9]. Therefore, if we consider
knowledge of a society as a set of conceptswhich are implicitly
inside the minds of some people, ontology tries to explicit
that knowledge and shows them as entities inside knowledge
base (KB). In recent years ontology has widely been applied
in almost all societies in order to manage the processes.
Ontology also is used for automating processes.Themachine
which is able to understand knowledge can be obtained
through ontology [10]. Once a machine can understand a
process, it can therefore perform it; so the process will be
automated. The ability to automate a process involves the
need to represent it in such a way that is understandable
to a machine [6, 11]. Unfortunately we could not find any
study related to the independency of the system of the society.
However by finding process-oriented studies, we found some
clue to achieve our purpose. Hence, next subsections survey
papers that tried to manage and automate processes and also
papers which used a process-oriented approach to distribute
knowledge.

2.1. Process Management Using Ontology. Ontology-base
e-learning system which is introduced by [12] is a system to
represent knowledge of e-learning society. They introduced
a system which consists of five ontologies, namely, domain,
task, learner, teaching strategy, and inference ontologies,
to perform effective personalization of e-learning. Each of
the introduced ontologies contains many concepts and the
relation among them. The knowledge of universities and
their departments and colleges in different states of India is
explicitly presented by [13, 14] using ontology. An ontology-
based system for finding implicit knowledge from the explicit
data of yeast by using the reasoning engine is introduced by
[15]. An ontological knowledge base that covers healthcare
domains is introduced by [10] which contains almost all parts
of the hospital, administrative, patient records, drugs, and
hospital assets.

2.2. Process Automation Using Ontology. A semantic web
service is a concept which is introduced by [16, 17] in order
to facilitate supply chain coordination and automate the
interactive processes. They proposed one ontology for the
web service and called it OWL-S. According to this paper,
the web service ontology is a set of service profile, service
model, and service grounding. The service model is of type
process which can be a composite process or an atomic
process. However, this system is not able to communicate
with humans. Besides, there is not any definition for process
which makes its proposed system be dependent on society.
A process ontology for e-business is introduced by [6].
According toGarcia, the process set consists of context, initial
context, situation, action, fact, verification, and decision
𝑃 = {𝐶, 𝑐


, 𝑆, 𝐴, 𝐹, 𝑉,𝐷}. They used decision concept in

the process knowledge in order for its agent to be able
to communicate with the end user. Situation concept is
considered to show the current activity that the agent needs to
do. However, this definition of process does not correspond
to the process definition from [18] which defines the process
set as a set of objective, input, activity, and output which
has an owner and a recipient 𝑃 = {Objective, Owner, Initial
information, Activity, Result}. Besides, they do not consider
situations in which initial information (fact) does not exist.
Also, the decision of the user cannot be considered as process
concept because it is equal to the intention of the user for
starting the process and belongs to the user. This system also
depends on the society, namely, the sales supporting part of a
telecommunication company.

2.3. Process-Oriented KM. A process-centered knowledge
management model which is introduced by [19] retrieves
information by using the process’s name or id. They compare
the retrieval of information by using their proposed system
with information retrieval by using the keyword and show
how by using ontology we are able to have multilayered
information instead of one-layered by using the keyword.
It can be said that they used the process as the subject of
the RDF triple graph which has participants, product, and
resource as its objects. However, the aim of this system is
the only information retrieval and process does not have
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Table 1: Summary of paper review.

Primary author (year) Manage
process

Automate
process

Society-
independent Description

Vesin et al., (2012) [12] ✓ X X Use ontology to explicit knowledge
Rabiyathul (2012) [26] ✓ X X Use ontology to explicit knowledge
Villanueva-Rosales and
Dumontier (2008) [15] ✓ X X Use ontology to explicit knowledge

Dang et al., (2008) [10] ✓ X X Use ontology to explicit knowledge

Liu and Guihua (2007)
[16] ✓ ✓ X

Web service = {service profile, service model, service
grounding}
Process = {atomic process, composite process}

Garcia-Crespo et al.,
(2011) [6] ✓ ✓ X Process = {Context, Initial context, Situation,

Activity, Fact, Verification, Decision}
Han and Park (2009)
[19] X X X Introduce process-oriented for information retrieval

Woitsch and Karagiannis
(2005) [20] X X X Introduce process-oriented for information retrieval

This study ✓ ✓ ✓
Process = {Owner, Recipient, Objective, Context,
Possible Fact, Fact, Activity, Dependency, Result}

any intervention at operational level. Process-oriented KM is
categorized into three categories by [20, 21]: first, defining,
managing, and distributing the processes; second, using The
KM to make the first activities more efficient; and finally,
managing the KM. This paper also does not use process at
an operational level.

It can be seen in the above studies, that the most impor-
tant problem is the dependency of the systems on the societies
which they are deployed and implemented for. Some studies
utilized ontology for managing and automating the process,
and some used the process at the center point for connecting
information. However, neither of them used process as an
interface between the societies and the agent. A summary
of studies which were reviewed in this research is shown in
(Table 1).

3. Proposed Model

It can be inferred from the previous section that the real
problem is the lack of a clear boundary between the societies’
knowledge and the process’s knowledge. Once the boundary
of the knowledge is not defined, the knowledge of the
societies will be mixed with the process’s knowledge which
has the independency of the agent as a result. In this study
we tried to develop a system similar to a calculator, while it
is not limited to the number of operators and type of data.
A calculator does not know what the numbers, which are
entered, represent. The only thing that the calculator does
is receiving the numbers as the arguments and the operator
as a function and then producing output by applying the
function on the numbers. Thus, in order to have a system
similar to the calculator and having an independent agent,
this paper will clearly define and separate the knowledge of
each society and knowledge of the process. In addition it will
define the knowledge of the web page regarding the type of
data that it needs to display to the user or receive from users.

The process ontology’s role is connecting the agent to the
societies (Figure 1). Therefore, the only thing that the agent
needs to know is the knowledge of the process concepts. The
knowledge of the societies, the web page, and the process will
be represented by using ontology. The knowledge of the web
page contains any things that it needs to know, for example,
the type of the contents which determines how the web page
must display them.

Theweb page obtains the information that it must display
from the agent and find the type of them from the web page
ontology.

3.1. Ontology Definition

3.1.1. Process Ontology. The proposed ontology of the process
that is designed in this research is the result of the union of
definition of the process, one from [6] and the other one from
[18, 22]. In addition, some more concepts which are needed
for the process to be successfully performed are considered
in this research. By looking at the Garcia definition of the
process, it can be understood that the process needs a context
in order to show the society under discourse, a fact in order
to find the wanted result that the process is looking for, and
some activities in order to be performed. Also, by looking at
the process definition by Davenport, it can be inferred that
the process needs an objective to show the purpose of doing
it, an owner to represent the person in charge of the process,
and a recipient to show the target of the process. In addition to
the above concepts three more concepts, namely, the possible
fact, the performer, and the dependency, are introduced in
this research. The performer is the one that has a duty to
perform the process’s activities. The dependency represents
another process on which the main process depends. The
possible fact gives information about the type and location
of the fact (Figure 2).
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Figure 1: The proposed model.

Definition 1 (recipient). One has

𝐵 = {𝑥 | 𝑥 ∈ ({Person} ⊔ {Process}) ,

∃𝑝 ∈ {Process} , getBenefit (𝑥, 𝑝)} ,
(1)

where 𝐵 is the recipient set and 𝑥 is a variable which is of
the process or the person type and can be a member of the
recipient set if there is an instance of the process such as 𝑝

such that the 𝑥 gets benefit from the 𝑝. The recipient is the
one that receives the result of the process. It can be either user
or process. A process can be a recipient of another process
which receives the result of that process. This way these two
processes form a composite process. The process that its
recipient and its dependency is the user is atomic process.
Hence, the recipient of the main process in the composite
process and the atomic process is the user. For example, the
recipient of service providing process in bank login process
is the user while this process constitutes a composite process
with account finding and security code finding process.

Definition 2 (owner). One has

𝑊 = {𝑥 | 𝑥 ∈ ({Person} ⊔ {Process}) ,

∃𝑝 ∈ {Process} , initiator (𝑥, 𝑝)} ,
(2)

where 𝑊 is the owner set and 𝑥 is a variable which is of the
process or the person type and can be a member of the owner
set if there is an instance of the process such as𝑝, such that the
𝑥 initiates the𝑝.The owner is the one that initiates the process

and is the reason for the existence of the process.The owner is
either the user or the process.The owner is different from the
recipient; for example, the owner can be a salesperson, while
the recipient can be a customer in e-business society.

Definition 3 (objective). One has

𝑂 = {Finding} , (3)

where𝑂 is the objective set. Davenport considers this concept
in order to show the context and purpose of the process.
Since we define the context concept separately, the objective
concept only shows the purpose of the process in our study.
Besides, since we are dealing with a system, the objective of
all processes is Finding.

Definition 4 (context). One has

𝐶 = {𝑥 | 𝑥 ∈ {Society 𝐼 = 1 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 𝑁}} , (4)

where 𝐶 is the context set and 𝑥 is a variable which can be
any instance from society under discourse.The context of the
process is equal to any object or value from the particular
society result of which is supposed to be found among them.
The context is analogous to the range of functions. The
context can be directly displayed to the users once it consists
of some individuals. However, in the cases where the context
consists of literal, the agent will indirectly make the user
understand what the context is. For example, the context
of the security code finding process is all usernames and
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Figure 2: The process ontology.

passwords which indirectly are introduced to the user. In the
composite process, the context of the subprocess is equal to
the possible fact of the supper process.

Definition 5 (possible fact). One has

𝐷 = {𝑥 | 𝑥 ∈ {∃Re ⋅ 𝐶}} , (5)

where 𝐷 is the possible fact set and 𝑥 is a variable which can
be a member of the possible fact set if there is a property such
as Re which connects it to some instances in the context 𝐶.
In order for the process to find its result among the context’s
constituents, some facts are needed. Since these facts must
be obtained through another process or user, it is necessary
for the process to provide some information for them. The
possible fact is a concept which is considered to provide
information for the performer of the fact finding process. It
is analogous to the domain of the function. Similarly to the
context, the possible fact can be directly displayed to the users
once it consists of some individuals. And, in the cases where
it consists of literal, the agent will indirectly make the user
understand what the possible fact is.

Definition 6 (fact). One has

𝐹 = {𝑥 | 𝑥 ∈ {𝐷}} , (6)

where𝐹 is the fact set and 𝑥 is a variable which is amember of
the𝐷 (possible fact) and can be amember of the fact set if it is
chosen by the user or is the result of another process. Fact set
consists of any information which is related to the context of
the process and restricts it toward finding the results. Fact can
be either object or literal; for example, an account is an object
which is the fact for the service finding process, while the
password is a literal which is the fact for the security finding
process.

Definition 7 (dependency). One has

𝑁 = {𝑥 | 𝑥 ∈ ({Person} ⊔ {Process}) ,

∃𝑝 ∈ {Process} , depends (𝑝, 𝑥)} ,
(7)

where 𝑁 is the dependency set and 𝑥 is a variable which
is of the process or the person type and can be a member
of the dependency set if there is an instance of the process
such as 𝑝, such that the 𝑝 depends on the 𝑥. The dependency
of the process is anything that can help process to find the
value of its concepts. Since the process can find the value of
its concepts through another process or the user, therefore,
the dependency of the process is either the user or another
process.
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Definition 8 (activity). One has

𝐴 = {𝑥 | ∃𝑏 ∈ {𝐵} , ∃𝑤 ∈ {𝑊} , ∃𝑜 ∈ {𝑂} , ∃𝑐 ∈ {𝐶} ,

∃𝑑 ∈ {𝐷} , ∃𝑓 ∈ {𝐹} , ∃𝑛 ∈ {𝑁} ,

∃𝑟 ∈ {𝑅} , valueFinder (𝑥, 𝑏, 𝑤, 𝑜, 𝑐, 𝑑, 𝑓, 𝑛, 𝑟) ,

hasPerformerOneOf {KB, agent, user} } ,

(8)

where 𝐴 is the activity set and 𝑥 is a variable which can be a
member of the activity set if it can find value for the process’s
concepts and has a performer one of the KB, the agent, or
the user. Since the activity is a complicated concept we refer
to it in a separate part. But for now we can say an activity is
anything that the KB, the agent, and the user do for finding
the value of the concepts of the process. Therefore, the value
of the activity concept cannot be stated explicitly except the
last activity which says what to do with the result.

Definition 9 (result). One has

𝑅 = {𝑥 | 𝑥 ∈ {𝐶} , ∃𝑓 ∈ {𝐹} , hasRelation (𝑥, 𝑓)} , (9)

where 𝑅 is the result set and 𝑥 is a variable which is a member
of the 𝐶 (context) and can be a member of the result set if
there is some facts such as 𝐹 from the fact set, such that the
𝑥 has a relation with the 𝐹. The result is the latest concept
of the process which finds its value. The result’s values are
some of the things that are in the context of the process. If the
context contains individuals, consequently the result value is
the individual, or else if context refers to the literal, the result
will have the literal as its value. The values of the result are
obtained through the intersection of the context and some
anonymous sets which are expressed by the fact.

Definition 10 (process). One has

𝑃 = { {𝑥 | 𝑥 ⊑ ∃Re

⋅ {𝐵} ⊔ {𝑊} ⊔ {𝑂} ⊔ {𝐶} ⊔ {𝐷} ⊔ {𝐹}

⊔ {𝐴} ⊔ {𝑁} ⊔ {𝑅}}} ,

(10)

where 𝑃 is the process set and 𝑥 is a variable which can
be a member of the process set if there are some relations
such as Re which connects the 𝑥 to some instances from
the 𝐵 (recipient), 𝑊 (owner), 𝑂 (objective), 𝐶 (context), 𝐷
(possible fact), 𝐹 (fact), 𝐴 (activity), 𝑁 (dependency), and 𝑅

(result). By referring to the above definition, we can define
the process set as anything which has a relation with the
recipient, the owner, the objective, the context, the possible
fact, the fact, the activity, the dependency, and the result. In
fact process is a function which has a domain (context), a
range (possible fact), an input (fact), and an output (result).

3.1.2. Web Page Ontology. According to [23] a web page con-
sists of images, documents, audios, videos, and animations
such as flash and GIF files whose purpose is to give informa-
tion about a particular subject to the recipients. Also, the web
page can be used as an application for retrieving information

Document

Data page

Web page

Image

Application

Audio

Web
service

Radio

Select

Form

“has” relation

Video

Checkbox

Text

Figure 3: The web page ontology.

from the resources and transferring it to the databases or
other parts of the application that need the information.
Therefore, the web page contents can be categorized into
two categories, namely, an application and a data page, at a
very high level. Finding information by the web page can be
done using three methods, asking of the end user, querying
the database, and asking of other agents using web services
(Figure 3). Asking of the end user needs to have a formwhich
provides some entries in order for users to enter data in it.
The entries of the form are categorized based on the owl
definition of entities. If the needed data are of type literal,
the form’s entry will be text or select. And, if the needed data
are of type individual, the form’s entry will be checkboxes or
radio buttons. Once the agent wants the web page to show
information either as the result or the context of the process,
the web page will look at its ontology to find out the type of
information in order to display them by suitable content.

The web page, also, can have links to other pages which is
considered as a service. However, this study does not consider
them as the web page services, but as services of the society
which the agent is performing its processes. As an example,
the account query is a service of the bank which is displayed
as a link in the web page. These services can be presented by
using all the web pages’ contents which are categorized as the
data page.

Definition 11 (web page). One has

WP = {𝑥 | 𝑥 ∈ {𝐶} ⊔ {𝐷} ⊔ {𝑅}} , (11)

where WP is the web page set and 𝑥 is a variable which is an
instance of the 𝐶 (context), or the 𝐷 (possible fact), or the 𝑅

(result). Since web pages’ contents are based on the process,
we define it by referring to the process concepts.Theweb page
can contain anything which is in either the context, or the
possible fact, or the result concept of the process.
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3.2. Process Steps Analysis. One process may find its result
directly based on its initial information, which is called
atomic process, or by getting help of other processes or
the user, which is called composite process. The composite
process will be started by the main process. The main
process is that which its recipient is the user and its result
will be displayed on the web page. The KB by using the
axioms or SWRL rules will set all initial information for
the main process. However, if the main process still needs
more information, the KB will ask the agent to provide
it by starting another process on which the main process
depends. Therefore, it can be said that the main process will
start its dependency process. Similar to the main process,
the dependency process will call its own dependency for
finding its needed information and so on. The value of the
dependency concept of the latest process is equal to the
user; therefore, systems use the form as a tool for getting
information from the user. Once the latest process finds its
result, it will return it back to the supper process by which
it has been started. The agent will find the supper process by
looking at the recipient of the current process. The recipient,
in turn, will find its result by using the information that has
already been received from its dependency. This procedure
will continue till the main process finds its result and returns
it to the user which is its recipient (Figure 4).

Based on the above description, the beginning and the
end of the process can be clearly defined by using the recipient
and the dependency concepts which are corresponding to
the Davenport definition of the process. The order of the
processes, also, can be defined by using these two concepts.
The first process is the one which its recipient is the user and
the latest process is the one which its dependency is the user
or anything but the process.

3.3. Process’s Activities

3.3.1. Knowledge Base. Based on the above definitions, the
process is a set of concepts and the relation among them.
The purpose of the process is to find the desired result based
on the value of other concepts. Therefore, the result is the
latest concept of the process which will find its value. Some
activities are needed for giving value to the concepts. In fact,
one process is needed for each concept in order to find its

value, and it can be said that the activity concept of the process
refers to these subprocesses (Figure 5).

By looking at (Figure 5) it can be seen that there is a
big problem with it. The problem is that if there is need to
have some subprocesses for finding value for the concepts
of the main process, therefore there is need to have many
other processes for finding value for the concepts of the
subprocesses. In order to solve this problem, almost all of
the agent systems such as [4], and even though those that
have KB such as [6] locate the knowledge of performing
these activities inside the agents. This approach, however,
prevents the agent from being independent. As can be seen
in Figure 1, this research locates the knowledge of performing
these activities inside the KB as a process pattern (Figure 6).
Therefore, by doing so, the organizations are free to add or
remove the process patterns from the KB by using the KB
editor such as Protégé which is used in this research. Thus,
the agent does not depend on the societies.

Assigning value to the process patterns will be done by
either the KB or the agent. The approach is as follows.

(1) The agent sets the process name.

(2) The KB, based on the process name, will assign value
to other concepts from societies as much as it can
afford.

(3) Once the KB is not able to find the value for the
concepts, it will ask the agent to do that by defining the
location where the agent can find the needed value.

We tried to infer value for the concepts of the process
patterns by using the reasoning engine, such as Pellet or
HermiT, as much as possible. The context of the process
consists of all things that the result would be one of them.The
context of the main process must be defined explicitly. Since
the number of things that are considered as the context of the
process are not defined and are changing continually (e.g., the
number of accounts will change by creating or deactivating
one account), we consider one SWRL rule for assigning
context to the main process. The context of the subprocesses
can be obtained through reasoning by using the possible fact
of its supper process.The activity for finding the name for the
process means calling one process pattern and setting it as
the current process; thus, the system will understand which
process is taking place. This activity is done by the agent and
the user. The agent gets the name of the current process from
the user and sets it in the KB. The fact concept needs to find
its value either by the user or the subprocess. The fact finding
activity is needed to be done by the agent. However, the KB
will tell the agent what the possible facts are and where they
can be possibly found. If the type of the possible fact is an
individual, the KB will find the possible fact by finding any
things which have relation to the context. But, unfortunately,
it is not possible to find the possible fact which is of type literal
by using reasoning engine. However, the KBwill tell the agent
which type of literal the possible fact is. The agent by finding
the fact will construct an axiom and set it as the result class
definition. The KB by using the reasoning will find result’s
value based on the result class axiom.
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Figure 5: Process activity.

The dependency concept of the main process refers to the
process which is used for finding the fact of the main process.
Therefore, the dependency concept is considered as a means
to establish communication between the supper process and
the subprocess.The last activity is the delivery of the process’s
result to its recipient which will be done by the agent. The
agent will understand what to do with the result by checking
the recipient of the process. The recipient of most of the
processes will be obtained by using the reasoning engine.
If the recipient is the user, the agent will ask the web page
to display the result to the user. The web page activity is a
concept which is considered to tell the web page to show
the result to the user. This value will be assigned to the web
page activity concept using one SWRL rule. However, if the
recipient of the process is the supper process, the agentwill set
the supper process as the current process and set the result as
the fact for the supper process.

It can be said that each process pattern is a function
which we moved from the inside of the agent to the KB. The
context of the process pattern can be considered as the range
of the function, the possible fact as the domain, the fact as
the input argument, and the result as the output. By doing
so, we provide flexibility for the system in terms of adding or
removing the functions to or from the KB in order to bring
the independency to the agent.

3.3.2. Agent. As mentioned before, a process needs some
subprocesses to be performed. There are times that the
subprocesses also need another subprocess to find their
results. And, once the latest process finds its result, it needs
to give it to its recipient. The recipient considers the received
result as its fact and, then, by using that, will find its own
result. And this proceduremust continue till themain process
finds its result and gives it to its recipient which is the user.
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In order for these activities to be performed, besides the KB
another performer is needed to do some of the activities
which the KB is not able to do. Therefore, one agent who has
knowledge of the process concepts is introduced. OWL API

version 3 is utilized in order to relate the agent with the KB.
The agent will be called in order to do two activities of the
process’s activities, namely, starting the process and finding
the fact of the process. The agent starts its task by checking
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the process name (Figure 6). The existence of the process
namemeans starting a new process, or else it means the agent
has received the fact and needs to set it in the KB.

The process name will be defined either by the user by
using the web page or by another process using the depend-
ency and the recipient concept. The fact comes either from
the web page or the pervious process. The fact from the web
page means the result of the subprocess that is obtained by
asking the user, and fact from the KB means the result of
the subprocess that is obtained by the reasoning engine. By
receiving the facts, the agent needs to construct the result
axiom and set it in the KB. Since the type of the fact may vary
from the individual to the data value, two separate functions
are defined. After setting the result axiom, the KB will find
the result. The agent checks the recipient of the process to see
what it needs to do for the next step. If the recipient is the
user, the result will be displayed to the user by using the web
page, or else if the recipient of the process is another process,
the result will be set as the fact of that process.

3.3.3. Web Page. The agent has two purposes of calling the
web page. The one is getting the fact from the end user, and
the other is displaying the result to the user. Hence, the web
page needs to know what reason it has been called for. In
order to give this knowledge to the web page, the web page
activity concept is defined.The web page activity concept can
possess two values either “Display To User” or “Null.” If the
web page activity is equal to null, it means that the reason
it has been called for is finding the fact; therefore, the web
page will start the respective process by obtaining its name
from the KB (Figure 7). Then, it will find the context of the
process. Since the context of the subprocess is the possible fact
of the supper process, the web page will look for the context
which the possible fact of the supper process refers to; then
by using its form it will get the fact from the user. If the web
page activity is equal to the “Display To User,” it means that
the reason that the web page has been called for is displaying
the result; therefore, the web page uses the data page contents
to show the result to the end user.

Once the reason for calling the web page is finding the
fact, the web page needs to know the type of the fact (since
the type of the fact is the same as the possible fact and the
possible fact of the supper process is equivalent to the context
of the subprocess, therefore, the type of the context and the
fact are the same in the security code finding process). For
this purpose, based on the categorization of the property by
OWL-Ontology which are the data property and the object
property, the context will be divided into two categories,
namely, the object or the literal. If the type of the context
is the object, the context class will be equal to the class that
contained those objects. Therefore, the web page by using Dl
Query will retrieve them. However, if the type of context is
the literal or any other type which is a subtype of the literal,
the context class cannot contain them, but it will indirectly
refer to that literal. The web page needs to give some clues to
the user in order to make him understand what the context is
and what type of fact you need to provide in order to find
the result. For example, if the context of the security code

finding process refers to “securityCode” the web page needs
to display two entries, one for receiving the username and the
other one for receiving password to the user in order to make
him understand that the needed facts are the username and
the password. The web page will do that by finding the name
of the data property that connects the possible fact and the
context of the supper process. For example, “hasUsername”
and “hasPassword” are two data properties which connect the
context and the possible fact of the account finding process.
Then, the web page by using the substring method of the
string class will remove the “has” from them and display them
to the user. Finding data property will be done by SPARQL
query. Once the web page found the context of the process, it
needs to know how the contextmust be displayed.The literals
always will be displayed using the text input entry. However,
the type objects will be obtained using web page ontology.

4. Experimental Setting and Evaluation

Theobjective of this evaluation is to determine the applicabil-
ity and the quality of the proposed system in the performing
processes from the different societies. Since the proposed
system is modular, by checking the quality of each module
we can find the quality of the system. The cohesion and the
coupling are two measures for evaluating software that has
been investigated for many years in the software engineering
society [24]. The cohesion and the coupling measure the
degree to which the elements of a module are either related
to each other or to the external elements. In other words it
can be said that the cohesion and the coupling investigate
the knowledge of a module to find the degree to which the
concepts of that knowledge are related to each other or the
degree to which the concepts of that knowledge are related to
the concepts of the knowledge of the external modules. Since
the process ontology can be considered as the knowledge
of the agent, we need to investigate this ontology from the
cohesion and the coupling points of view.

In order to evaluate the proposed system from the appli-
cability perspective and also determining the manageability
and the automatability of the processes, we define three
societies and seven processes. We will logically, by inputting
data and tracking the process for finding the desired output,
investigate the system. In order to do so, we consider the
bank, Facebook, and a mobile sales company as societies. We
consider two login processes from Facebook and the bank
and define two ontologies for these two societies and add to
the KB. We define three process patterns, namely, the service
finding process, the account finding process, and the security
code finding process. In the mobile sales company, we define
a very brief ontology for the mobile and the customer and
also four process patterns, namely, the e-mail finding process
pattern, the potential customer finding process pattern, the
mobile characteristic process pattern, and the mobile finding
process pattern. Then, we track the service finding process
from the bank and Facebook societies and the e-mail finding
process from mobile sales company society in order to show
the applicability of the system in these two societies, as well
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as the manageability and the automatability of the processes
by system (Table 3).

4.1. Modularity Evaluation of the Ontology

4.1.1. Metrics Description. Two numeric metrics for evaluat-
ing modularity of ontology model, namely, the cohesion and
the coupling, are introduced by [25]. An ontology module is
more understandable than another if it has higher value for
the cohesion and less value for the coupling than another.
According to Ensan, a cohesive ontology is the one which
its conveyed information are all describing a very specific
domain of discourse. In other words, the dependency degree
among the concepts of an ontology module represent its
cohesion. For example, OM = {𝐴, 𝐵} is not cohesive because
there is not any relation between its concepts, whereas, OM =

{𝐴 ⊆ 𝐵} is highly cohesive because there is a subsump-
tion relation between its concepts. The ontology module
which has the least dependency on external information is
considered lowly coupled. In other words, the dependency
degree among the concepts of an ontologymodule to another
ontology module represents its couplingness. For example,
consider OM = {𝐴 ⊆ 𝐵} in which 𝐵 is the concept of the
external ontology module such as OM. In this case, OM is
considered highly coupled onOM since𝐴 is dependent on𝐵.

Before referring to the cohesion and the coupling, it is
necessary to know what the dependency is. According to
Ensan, the dependency of a concept or a role in an ontology
is determined by checking its semantics. The semantics of a
concept or a role will be interpreted by defining its domain. If

the domain of a concept or a role is affected by others, while
the domain of the others is set up, we say the semantics of
the concept or the role depend on the others. Ensan defines
two types of dependencies, namely, the strong dependency
and the moderate dependency. If the other concepts or roles
cause the domain of a concept or a role becomes equivalent
to the top or the bottom concepts (OWL:Thing, OWL: Noth-
ing, OWL: topObjectProperty, OWL: buttomObjectProperty,
OWL: topDataProperty, and OWL: buttomDataProperty),
we say the concept or the role strongly depends on the other
concepts or roles. For example, if OM = {𝐴 ⊆ 𝐵} ⊭ 𝐴 ≡⊥

and OM − 𝐵 = {𝐴 ⊆ 𝐵, 𝐵 ⊆⊥}𝐵 ⊨ 𝐴 ≡⊥, then we say
that 𝐴 is strongly dependent on 𝐵. The strong dependency
of 𝐴 is shown by 𝑆Dep𝑀(𝐴)𝑤 (which is equal to all the
concepts in 𝑀 on which 𝐴 strongly depends). If the domain
of a concept is dependent on two other concepts, we call it
the moderate dependency of degree one. And if the domain
of a concept is dependent on three other concepts, we call
it the moderate dependency of degree two and so on. In a
formal definition, 𝐴 moderately depends on 𝐵 if 𝐴 does not
strongly depend on 𝐵 and 𝑆Dep𝑀(𝐴) ̸= 𝑆Dep𝑀 − 𝐵(𝐴) or
𝑆Dep𝑀(𝐴) ̸= 𝑆Dep𝑀 + 𝐵(𝐴). For example, in OM = {𝐴 ⊆

𝐵 ⊔ 𝐶}, 𝑆Dep𝑀(𝐴) = 0 and 𝑆Dep𝑀 − 𝐵(𝐴) = {𝐶}, 𝐴
has first-degree moderate dependency on 𝐵. The moderate
dependency of 𝐴 is shown by 𝑀Dep𝑀(𝐴) which is equal to
all concepts in𝑀 on which 𝐴moderately depends.

𝑆DepLoc(𝑀) represents the strong dependency among
the concepts of one ontology module. 𝑆DepExt(𝑀) repre-
sents the strong dependency of the concepts of the local
ontology module on the external ontology module. Sim-
ilarly, 𝑀DepLoc(𝑀) represents the moderate dependency
among the concepts of one ontology module. 𝑀DepExt(𝑀)

represents the moderate dependency of the concepts of the
local ontology module on the external ontology module.
NSLD (Number of Strong Local Dependency) and NMLD
(Number of Moderate Local Dependency) are two metrics
formeasuring the cohesion of ontologymodule. NSLD(𝑀) =

|𝑆DepLoc(𝑀)| and NMLD(𝑀) = |MDepLoc(𝑀)|. MLD
(Maximum Local Dependency) represents the number of
all potential local dependencies and is obtained through
MLD(𝑀) = 𝑛 ∗ (𝑛 − 1) in which n represents the number
of the symbol of the local ontology module 𝑛 = |Loc(𝑀)|.
By having defined these metrics, the cohesion of an ontology
module will be obtained as follows:
COH (𝑀)

=

{

{

{

1, if |Loc (𝑀)| = 1

Υ ∗ NSLD + 𝛿 ∗ NMLD
(Υ + 𝛿) ∗MLD

, if |Loc (𝑀)| > 1.

(12)

Similarly, we can find the coupling of an ontologymodule
using the following function:

COP (𝑀)

=

{

{

{

0, if |Loc (𝑀)| = 0

Υ ∗NSED + 𝛿 ∗NMED
(Υ + 𝛿) ∗ (|Loc (𝑀)| ∗ |Ext (𝑀)|)

, if |Loc (𝑀)| > 0.

(13)
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NSED (Number of Strong External Dependency) represents
the strong dependency of the concepts of the local ontol-
ogy module on the external concepts. NMEL (Number of
Moderate External Dependency) represents the moderate
dependency of the concepts of the local ontology module
on the external concepts: NSLE(𝑀) = |𝑆DepExt(𝑀)| and
NMED(𝑀) = |𝑀DepExt(𝑀)|. (|Loc(𝑀)| ∗ |Ext(𝑀)|) rep-
resents the number of all potential external dependencies. Υ
and 𝛿 represent the impact of the strong and the moderate
dependencies on the cohesion and the coupling.

4.1.2. Process Ontology Evaluation. As mentioned in Sec-
tion 3, our proposed ontology for the process is defined as
follows:

PO = {(𝐵 ⊆ (Pesron ⊔ 𝑃)) , (𝑊 ⊆ (Pesron ⊔ 𝑃)) , 𝑂,

(𝐶 ≡ 𝑆
𝑖
) , (𝐷 ⊆ ∃Re ⋅𝐶) , (𝐹 ⊆ 𝐷) ,

(𝑁 ⊆ (Pesron ⊔ 𝑃)) , 𝐴, (𝑅 ⊆ (𝐶 ⊓ ∃Re ⋅𝐹)) ,

(𝑃 ⊆ ∃Re ⋅𝐵, ∃Re ⋅𝑊, ∃Re ⋅𝑂, ∃Re ⋅𝐶, ∃Re ⋅𝐷,

∃Re ⋅𝐹, ∃Re ⋅𝑁, ∃Re ⋅𝐴, ∃Re ⋅𝑅)} .
(14)

The issue that we encounter is the evaluation of the size
of the external ontologies. Since 𝑆

𝑖
is variable and represents

different societies based on the usage of the system, we are
not able to find its size. Hence, we consider the size of 𝑆

𝑖

as the average of the size of the three ontologies which we
consider in evaluating the applicability of the system, namely,
Facebook and the bank login system and the mobile sales
company. We consider that Υ equals 2 and 𝛿 equals 1:

COH (𝑃) =
(2 ∗ 33) + (1 ∗ 0)

(2 + 1) ∗ 90
= 0.24

COP (𝑃) =
(2 ∗ 4) + (1 ∗ 6)

(2 + 1) ∗ 100
= 0.05.

(15)

The degree of the cohesion and the coupling varies
between 0.00 and 1.00, such that the highly cohesive ontology
is the one whose cohesion is near to 1 and the lowly coupling
ontology is the one whose coupling is near to 0.00. Figure 8
shows the result of the quality evaluation of the process
ontology or, in other words, the agent knowledge. As can
be seen the cohesion of the process ontology is 0.24 of
1.00, while its coupling is 0.05 of 1.00 which will definitely
be less than this once the external ontology is completely
defined, not very briefly as we did. Although the cohesion
of the process ontology is not very high, it is much higher,
more than four times than coupling of the process ontology
which means the proposed ontology is focused on solving
a particular problem. The reason that cohesion is not very
high is the activity concept. Although it has a relation with
all the concepts and the performers, we are not able to show
its relation with other concepts.

0

0.05

0.1

0.15

0.2

0.25

0.3

Cohesion Coupling

Figure 8: Quality result.

4.2. Applicability Evaluation

4.2.1. Login Process. By comparing two login processes, one
from Facebook and one from the bank, it can be inferred that
the steps of the login process in both of themare the same.The
main purpose of these two processes is preparing a web page
along with some service or information to users based on
their identities. These two processes need some subprocesses
to meet their purposes. Since our intention was to track a
process at a very detailed level, two ontologies, at a very
general level, were designed in order to evaluate our proposed
system. Using these two ontologies we track a process which
its purpose is finding some services for a particular user. The
bank set consists of accounts.The account is divided, at a very
high level, into two categories, the deposit account and the
saving account. Each account is defined by some services that
it offers and is secured by the security code. The account also
has an asset and an owner. The asset is the existing money
in the account. The owner of the account is the one whose
nickname is equal to the user name of the account.

Therefore, the account set consists of the service, the
security code, the asset, and the owner which is of type
person (Figure 9). Since the services are countable and are
already defined, they are considered as the object, whereas
the username, the password, and the asset are data values. In
order for the username and the password to be distinguished
from other data type, a data type with the name of security is
introduced.

Similarly to the bank ontology, Facebook ontology con-
sists of the account, the service, the owner, the security code,
and some information of the string type. The web page will
display the services of both of them as a link.

4.2.2. Service Finding Process. The service finding process
will be started once the user clicks on the login button.
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The agent will set this process as the current process in the
KB (Figure 10).The KB by using the reasoning engine assigns
all the services to the service finding process as its context.
Also, the KB by using the context property defines all the
accounts as the possible fact for this process. However, since
the fact of the process still is not defined, the KB is not
able to find the result of this process. The agent by using
the dependency concept will understand that the service
finding process depends on the account finding process;
therefore, the service finding process will be kept aside and
the account finding process will be started. The KB will
set the recipients of the account finding process with the
service finding process and set the possible fact of the service
finding process as the context for the account finding process
which is all the accounts. Logically, the KB should set all the
security codes, all the usernames and the passwords, as the
possible fact of the account finding process. However, since
the type of all the usernames and the passwords is of the
“security,” which is defined by the researcher as a subtype
of the literal, and literal cannot be inferred using reasoning
engine, the KB is not able to display them. However, the KB
will provide two clues, namely, “hasPossibleDataFact” which
is data property and “Security” which is data value, for the
web page to find the possible fact (Figure 6). The web page
by using SPARQL asks the KB to provide anything that is a
subtype of the “hasPossibleDataFact” and has the value of the
type “Security.”

Since the fact of the account finding process is not
defined, this process cannot have the result. The agent by
using the dependency concept of the account finding process
will understand that this process needs the security finding
process in order to find its fact.Therefore, the account finding

process will be kept aside and the security code finding
process will be started.

The recipient of the security code finding process will be
set with the account finding process, and the context of it will
be set with the possible fact of the account finding process.
Since this process is dependent on the user, performing of this
process will be assigned to the web page.

The web page by finding “hasUsername” and “hasPass-
word” data properties and manipulating them will display
“UserName” and “Password” to the user in order tomake him
understand that the needed information is the user name and
the password. By receiving the username and the password,
the security code finding process will find its result. The
agent by checking the recipient concepts of the security code
finding process will find that the account finding process
needs this result; therefore, it will set this result as the fact for
the account finding process. Since the account finding process
has found its fact, the KB by using the reasoning engine will
find the result of this process which is “MahmoodAccount”.

The agent will find the recipient of the account finding
process which is the service finding process; therefore, it
will set the result of the account finding process as the fact
for the service finding process. The KB, again, by using the
reasoning will find the result of the service finding process.
Since the recipient of the service finding process is the user,
the agent will call the web page for displaying the result to the
user. Since the user has the saving account from the bank,
two services, namely, the account query and the exchange
currency, will be offered to him.

The similar processes will be performed for finding some
of the services by the Facebook users based on the type of the
account that are offered to them.
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4.2.3. E-Mail Finding Process. The third society which we
consider to evaluate the applicability of our proposed system
is themobile sales company.This company, in order to find its
potential customers, needs to have knowledge of its products
and knowledge of the relationship between its products and
potential customers. Once the potential customers are found,
the company needs to find their e-mails in order to send them
some advertisements. Therefore, the first objective is finding
potential customers e-mail (Figure 11).

5. Discussion

Ontology process with clearly defined concepts was proposed
in this research as a means of addressing the problem of the
dependency of the systems on the societies. The activities
that are needed for the process to be performed, which have
not been defined in the previous researches, were clearly
defined in this research. The performer, namely, the agent
and the KB, of performing the activities and the means by
which they can perform their tasks were clearly defined.
The web page, the database query, and the web service were
considered as tools for the agent to be able to perform
its tasks, and the axiom and SWRL were considered as

tools for enabling the KB to perform its tasks. Since the
process’s concepts are clearly defined inside the KB, the only
thing that organizations need to do for using the system
is instantiating the process’s concepts according to their
organizations’ societies. The proposed system was evaluated
in Section 4 from the quality and the applicability points of
view. From the quality perspective, we evaluate our proposed
ontology of the process by using two measures, namely,
the cohesion and the coupling. The result showed that the
cohesion is more than four times higher than the coupling
which implies that the knowledge of the agent is focused on
solving a particular problem (Figure 11).

The proposed system was evaluated from the society-
independency point of view by proving its applicability in
three different societies. In order to evaluate the proposed
system from the manageability and the automatability per-
spectives, we distinguish the managed processes from the
automated processes by their initiator and dependency. If one
process can be performed and find its result, regardless of
its performer, then it is considered as the managed process,
whereas, if one process can be performed by the system,
without intervention of the user, it is considered as the
automated process. In other words, the automated process is
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Figure 11: E-mail finding process step.

the one that is initiated by the agent and does not depend on
the user for finding its fact. There is a material conditional
(material implication) between the automated and the man-
aged process, such that if the process is automated then it is
also managed, but not vice versa (The automated process →

The managed process). Among the seven different processes
which were instantiated from the process ontology (Figure 2)
and performed in the three societies, the service finding
process was initiated by the user, and the security code
finding process was dependent on the user for finding its
fact; therefore, these two processes are considered as only

the managed processes. The others all were initiated by
the agent and were not dependent on the user for finding
their facts; therefore, they are considered as the automated
processes. Since the automated process is also the managed
process, all of the seven processes were managed by the
system, and five of them were automated (Table 2).

6. Conclusion

Management and automation of the processes are essential
for the organizations in order to achieve their objectives. IT
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Table 2

DepLoc𝑃𝑂 (𝐵) = {𝑃} MDepExt𝑃𝑂 (𝐵) = {Person}
SDepLoc𝑃𝑂 (𝑊) = {𝑃} MDepExt𝑃𝑂 (𝑊) = {Person}
SDepLoc𝑃𝑂 (𝑁) = {𝑃} MDepExt𝑃𝑂 (𝑁) = {Person}
SDepLoc𝑃𝑂 (𝐷) = {𝐶} SDepExt𝑃𝑂 (𝐶) = {𝑆

𝑖
}

SDepLoc𝑃𝑂 (𝐹) = {𝐷} SDepExt𝑃𝑂 (𝐷) = {Re}
SDepLoc𝑃𝑂 (𝑅) = {𝐶,Re, 𝐹}
SDepLoc𝑃𝑂 (𝑃) = {⟨𝐵,𝑊,𝑂, 𝐶,𝐷, 𝐹,𝑁,𝐴, 𝑅,Re,Re,

Re,Re,Re, Re,Re,Re,Re⟩}

SDepLoc (𝑃𝑂) = {⟨Re, 𝐹, 𝐹, 𝐶, 𝐶,𝐷,𝐷, 𝑅, 𝑃, 𝑃, 𝐵, 𝑃,

𝑊,𝑁, 𝐵,𝑊,𝑂, 𝐶,𝐷, 𝐹,𝑁,𝐴, 𝑅⟩}

SDepExt (𝑃) = {𝑆
𝑖
, 𝐶,Re, 𝐷}

MDepLoc (𝑃) = {0} MDepExt (𝑃𝑂) = {⟨𝐵,𝑁,𝑊,Person,Person,Person⟩}

NSLD (𝑃) = 33 NSED (𝑃) = 4

NMLD (𝑃) = 0 NMED (𝑃) = 6

Loc (𝑃) = 10 Ext (𝑃) = 10

MLD (𝑃) = |Loc (𝑃)| ∗ (|Loc (𝑃)| − 1) = 90 |Loc (𝑃)| ∗ |Ext (𝑃) | = 100

Table 3: Applicability, manageability, and automatability result.

Objective Number of test Result
Society
independence 3 societies Applicable in all three

societies
Process
managing 7 processes All the processes were

managed
Process
automating 7 processes Five of the processes were

automated

has been considered the best tool for managing and automat-
ing processes. Since the knowledge of the organizations is
different from each other, it is needed to have a system
which can understand different languages from different
organizations and communicate with all societies inside or
outside of the organizations and perform their processes.
Today’s systems, however, are not able to perform different
processes from different societies, since they are deployed
and implemented for doing certain processes in a particular
society. To overcome the problem, this study has introduced
an ontology-based and process-centered system which is
independent of the societies.The fundamental method of the
proposed model is separating the knowledge of the process
with the society’s knowledge. The process plays the interface
role between the agent and the societies.The process concepts
play variable role which takes values of the society under
discourse. In the proposed system, each process by using
the knowledge based reasoning engine will find its result
based on its initial information, namely, context and fact.
In the cases which initial information is not provided, the
process calls another process or asks the user to provide initial
information for it. The suggested system was evaluated for
the quality and the applicability perspective. Two metrics,
namely, the cohesion and the coupling, were considered for
having quality evaluation which was conducted on the pro-
posed process ontology. Seven processes from three societies,

namely, the bank, Facebook, and the mobile sales company,
were tracked in order to evaluate applicability of the system.
The experimental results showed that the proposed system is
applicable in all societies.

By proposing the society-independent system we already
have a systemwhich can performprocesses from the different
societies by using a set of functions (process pattern) inside
the KB. In the proposed system, since one function may
depend on several functions in order to find its output,
finding the best function will be the future work that we will
address in future research. Also we will refer to performing
parallel processes for the situation in which the output of
more than one process is needed to be displayed on the web
page.
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